Aviation Project Managers with Area Engineers

NORTHWEST AREA ENGINEER
- JENNIFER SARDIGAL
- MICHAEL MARRIOTT

KANSAS CITY AREA ENGINEER
- MATT KILLION
- RICHARD SHIPLEY
- VACANT

Aviation Project Manager
- NPIAS - Federally Funded, Darrell Goth
- State Funded, Darrell Goth
- NPIAS - Federally Funded, Kyle LePage
- State Funded, Kyle LePage
- NPIAS - Federally Funded, Andy Hanks
- State Funded, Andy Hanks
- State Funded - Turf Fields, Millicent Parker

NPIAS = National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems. The NPIAS identifies nearly 3,400 existing and proposed airports that are significant to national air transportation and thus eligible to receive Federal grants under the Airport Improvement Program (AIP).
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SOUTHWEST AREA ENGINEER
- LAUREL MCKEAN
- BETH SCHALLER
- DAVE TAYLOR

SOUTHEAST AREA ENGINEER
- ELGUIN AJALIA
- BRIAN OKENFUSS
- DAVID WYMAN
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NORTHEAST AREA ENGINEER
- AMY CRAWFORD
- BRIAN UNTIEDT
- ERIK MANINGA

ST. LOUIS AREA ENGINEER
- MICHELLE FORNERIS
- STEPHEN O'CONNOR
- RYAN PEARCY
- BETHERNY WILLIAMS
- ANDY TUERCK

CENTRAL AREA ENGINEER
- BOB LYNCH
- KIRSTEN MUNCK
- PRESTON KRAMER
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